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Abstract 

Domestication is the process in which preferred genetic changes in wild plants and animals 

have been selected by humans. In other words, domesticated plants have become adapted to 

being part of human-managed ecosystems. Asian cultivated rice, Oryza sativa L., is one of the 

most important crops in the world and is known to have been domesticated from its wild 

ancestor, O. rufipogon. Many morphological changes in cultivated rice have been beneficial to 

humans in terms of increased efficiency of cultivation and yield that supported the development 



of human civilisations. The genetic mechanisms of these changes have been extensively studied 

since rice genome sequences were determined, and based on genome analyses, the origin of 

rice has been widely discussed. Most of the domestication-related traits and genes are, however, 

often evaluated based on the genetic background of cultivated rice, leading to misinterpretation 

of rice domestication. Here, we review several genetic changes and discuss the importance of 

evaluating these traits in the wild rice genetic background to understand the process of rice 

domestication. In this review, we also provide a phenotypic evaluation of domestication-related 

traits. 

 

Introduction 

In prehistoric times, humans obtained their food by hunting and gathering wild plants to 

survive. The several transitions from hunting and gathering to farming took place in the 

prehistoric period when wild plants and animals were domesticated and resulted in many 

advantages (Larson et al. 2014). By cultivating domesticated plants in fields, people 

successfully obtained more food, which could support a growing population. During the 

process of domestication, people’s activities modified certain traits of plants and animals to 

meet human needs and increase their reliance on the species being domesticated. These 

modifications were mainly achieved by selecting natural variations that resulted in preferred 

traits or traits better suited to human cultivation, such as non-seed shattering or an increase in 

grain size. 

 

Many crops have been domesticated all over the world (Doebley et al. 2006). Of these, rice is 

one of the most important crops that provides the daily calories for almost half of the world’s 

population (Khush 2005). There are mainly two species of cultivated rice: Asian cultivated rice, 

Oryza sativa L., and African cultivated rice, O. glaberrima Steud; these two species were 



domesticated from the ancestral wild rice species, O. rufipogon Griff and O. barthii A. Chev., 

respectively (Oka 1988). Asian cultivated rice is mainly classified into two subspecies, indica 

and japonica (Oka 1988; Fuller 2007). Currently, O. sativa is widely cultivated in the world, 

whereas O. glaberrima is cultivated only in Africa. The domestication of O. sativa has been 

extensively studied both through plant genetics and archaeology. 

 

A breakthrough in rice domestication studies was achieved with the completion of the genome 

sequencing of the cultivated rice O. sativa subsp. indica (Yu et al. 2002) and subsp. japonica 

(Goff et al. 2002; International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005). Subsequent genetic 

studies have identified the loci responsible for some domestication-related traits and further 

genetic mapping has uncovered key genes and causal mutations involved in changes in these 

traits. These are detailed below. 

 

Phylogenetic studies have also been possible based on a growing body of sequence data. 

However, these have resulted in alternative hypotheses with several ‘origins’ debated, both 

single and multiple (Kovach et al. 2007; Sang and Ge 2007a; Izawa et al. 2009; Panaud 2009; 

Gross and Zhao 2014; Civáň et al. 2015; Gutaker et al. 2020). A study by Huang et al. (2012) 

sequenced 446 accessions of O. rufipogon from Asia and 1083 cultivated rice strains of O. 

sativa subsp. indica and subsp. japonica. It was suggested using map-based sequence data that 

a specific population of O. rufipogon around the middle area of the Pearl River in southern 

China was the origin of rice domestication and that indica rice was produced by subsequent 

introgression of japonica with wild rice (Huang et al. 2012). Later, Civáň et al. (2015) re-

analysed the sequence data of Huang et al. (2012) and proposed three geographically separate 

events in Asian rice domestication. Studies of maternal markers (Tang et al. 2004; Takahashi 

et al. 2008) and coalescent analyses have tended to support multiple origins (Choi et al. 2017), 



as do recent population genetic inferences from > 1400 whole genomes (Gutaker et al. 2020). 

Also, data from archaeological finds of sub-fossil rice (charred grains and chaff) favours a 

model of multiple domestications (Silva et al. 2015) but supports regions of origins that differ 

from those inferred from many of the genomic phylogenetic studies. Therefore, the area(s) of 

origin of rice domestication still remains unresolved. 

 

To better understand the origin and chronology of rice domestication, we believe that more 

information related to phenotypic changes is required. Understanding the evolution of these 

phenotypic traits can inform both archaeological and phylogenetic approaches to origins, as 

they can be related to morphological features in sub-fossil material or to genotypes shared by 

phylogenetic linages. In this paper, we review some domestication-related traits and genes or 

loci that determine them, with a particular focus on two traits that likely played key roles in 

early rice domestication: closed panicles and the loss of seed shattering. Furthermore, we 

discuss some of the results from studies using wild rice introgression lines which provide 

information on different aspects of rice domestication. 

 

Major traits selected for in rice domestication 

Genetic variations in wild rice are important since mutations lead to agronomically important 

traits (Ishii et al. 2011). Over the past decade, several important genes involved in rice 

domestication have been identified and cloned. These traits are often linked to ease of 

cultivation and harvest as well as an increase in edible portions of rice (Table 1). These are also 

known to be involved in the domestication of maize, wheat, barley, sorghum, oats and other 

crops (Doebley et al. 2006). These recurrently selected common traits between species 

represent convergent evolution and are known as the domestication syndrome (Sakuma et al. 

2011; Fuller 2007). The major traits selected in rice domestication with causal mutation and 



molecular function are shown in Table 1. 

 

Plant architecture 

An obvious change between wild and cultivated rice is observed in the plant architecture; wild 

rice has prostrate tiller morphology, while cultivated rice shows erect growth (Fig. 1a, b). In 

wild rice, prostrate morphology helps to widely distribute seeds in the growing area. However, 

prostate morphology is not a favoured trait in paddy fields whereas erect growth habit is a 

preferred trait for cultivation. 

 

Two research groups identified PROG1, a gene responsible for prostate morphology, encoding 

a zinc-finger protein through molecular cloning of the causal gene (Table 1; Tan et al. 2008; 

Jin et al. 2008). Furthermore, one of the causal gene sequences at PROG1 was found to be an 

amino acid substitution by transformation experiments (Jin et al. 2008). However, other 

possibilities for the underlying mutation are also reported (Tan et al. 2008). These results 

suggest that gene sequences leading to prostrate tiller morphology may have arisen 

independently. Since the cultivated-type allele of PROG1 is observed in wild rice, it might have 

been selected in cultivation from standing variation in wild populations (Civáň and Brown 

2017) and the phenotypic effect might be caused by an interaction with other mutation(s). 

Recently, a deletion in the region called SEMI-PROSTRATE GROWTH 1 (SPROG1), linked 

to PROG1 was also shown to be important for erect growth and higher yield in cultivars (Wu 

et al. 2018). These genes indicate that early selection under cultivation favoured erect plants 

that could be grown together more compactly, which parallels selection for apical dominance 

in other cereals (Fuller 2007; Fuller et al. 2010). 

 

Panicle shape differs between wild and cultivated rice; wild rice has open panicles, whereas 



cultivated rice, O. sativa, has closed panicles (Fig. 1c, d). A closed panicle has the advantage 

of promoting self-fertilisation and for humans gathering wild rice, the closed panicle helps to 

retain the spikelets longer on the panicle, increasing harvest returns (Ishii et al. 2013). 

Experimental data indicates that harvesting of closed panicle rice, with otherwise wild features, 

could increase harvested yields by ~ 50% (Ishii et al. 2013). QTL analysis identified a single 

locus on chromosome 4 with 80.1% phenotypic variance (Ishii et al. 2013). The position was 

similar to the previously identified locus called SPR3 detected by genetic analysis of panicle 

shape between Asian cultivated rice, O sativa and African cultivated rice, O. glaberrima (Luo 

et al. 2008). Molecular genetic analyses showed that the 9.3-kb region is responsible for panicle 

shape, but no annotated genes were located in the region. A transformation study introducing a 

wild chromosomal segment into cultivated rice showed that the region together with a 

downstream gene, OsLG1, was sufficient to change panicle shape (Table 1; Ishii et al. 2013). 

Therefore, the region may act as a transcriptional regulator of OsLG1. Another study using the 

sequences from wild rice accessions showed that the one causal single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) at the SPR3 region was associated with panicle shape (Zhu et al. 2013), 

although the causal mutation at SPR3 still remains to be elucidated. 
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prehistoric period when wild plants and animals were domesticated and resulted in many 

advantages (Larson et al. 2014). By cultivating domesticated plants in fields, people 



successfully obtained more food, which could support a growing population. During the 

process of domestication, people’s activities modified certain traits of plants and animals to 

meet human needs and increase their reliance on the species being domesticated. These 

modifications were mainly achieved by selecting natural variations that resulted in preferred 

traits or traits better suited to human cultivation, such as non-seed shattering or an increase in 
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one of the most important crops that provides the daily calories for almost half of the world’s 
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However, these have resulted in alternative hypotheses with several ‘origins’ debated, both 

single and multiple (Kovach et al. 2007; Sang and Ge 2007a; Izawa et al. 2009; Panaud 2009; 

Gross and Zhao 2014; Civáň et al. 2015; Gutaker et al. 2020). A study by Huang et al. (2012) 

sequenced 446 accessions of O. rufipogon from Asia and 1083 cultivated rice strains of O. 

sativa subsp. indica and subsp. japonica. It was suggested using map-based sequence data that 

a specific population of O. rufipogon around the middle area of the Pearl River in southern 

China was the origin of rice domestication and that indica rice was produced by subsequent 

introgression of japonica with wild rice (Huang et al. 2012). Later, Civáň et al. (2015) re-

analysed the sequence data of Huang et al. (2012) and proposed three geographically separate 

events in Asian rice domestication. Studies of maternal markers (Tang et al. 2004; Takahashi 

et al. 2008) and coalescent analyses have tended to support multiple origins (Choi et al. 2017), 

as do recent population genetic inferences from > 1400 whole genomes (Gutaker et al. 2020). 

Also, data from archaeological finds of sub-fossil rice (charred grains and chaff) favours a 

model of multiple domestications (Silva et al. 2015) but supports regions of origins that differ 

from those inferred from many of the genomic phylogenetic studies. Therefore, the area(s) of 

origin of rice domestication still remains unresolved. 
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information related to phenotypic changes is required. Understanding the evolution of these 

phenotypic traits can inform both archaeological and phylogenetic approaches to origins, as 

they can be related to morphological features in sub-fossil material or to genotypes shared by 
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information on different aspects of rice domestication. 

 

Major traits selected for in rice domestication 

Genetic variations in wild rice are important since mutations lead to agronomically important 

traits (Ishii et al. 2011). Over the past decade, several important genes involved in rice 
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cultivation and harvest as well as an increase in edible portions of rice (Table 1). These are also 
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crops (Doebley et al. 2006). These recurrently selected common traits between species 

represent convergent evolution and are known as the domestication syndrome (Sakuma et al. 

2011; Fuller 2007). The major traits selected in rice domestication with causal mutation and 

molecular function are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Major traits and genes/loci involved in rice domestication 

Full size table 

Plant architecture 

An obvious change between wild and cultivated rice is observed in the plant architecture; wild 

rice has prostrate tiller morphology, while cultivated rice shows erect growth (Fig. 1a, b). In 

wild rice, prostrate morphology helps to widely distribute seeds in the growing area. However, 

prostate morphology is not a favoured trait in paddy fields whereas erect growth habit is a 

preferred trait for cultivation. 

 

Fig. 1 

figure1 

Comparison of plant morphologies between wild rice, Oryza rufipogon acc. W630, and a 



japonica rice cultivar, O. sativa Nipponbare. Plant architecture (a, b), panicle shape (c, d) and 

abscission layer formation (e, f) of W630 (a, c and e) and Nipponbare (b, d and f). Awn 

formation (g), seed colour (h) and seed dormancy (i), of W630 (left) and Nipponbare (right). 

Scale bars, 20 cm (a, b), 5 cm (c, d), 50 μm (e, f) and 5 mm (g–i). In the photo of abscission 

layer formation (e, f), black arrowheads indicate the abscission layer. VB, vascular bundle. In 

the photo of seed dormancy (i), W630 and Nipponbare seeds were induced for germination by 

water soaking a month after harvest. 

 

Full size image 

Two research groups identified PROG1, a gene responsible for prostate morphology, encoding 

a zinc-finger protein through molecular cloning of the causal gene (Table 1; Tan et al. 2008; 

Jin et al. 2008). Furthermore, one of the causal gene sequences at PROG1 was found to be an 

amino acid substitution by transformation experiments (Jin et al. 2008). However, other 

possibilities for the underlying mutation are also reported (Tan et al. 2008). These results 

suggest that gene sequences leading to prostrate tiller morphology may have arisen 

independently. Since the cultivated-type allele of PROG1 is observed in wild rice, it might have 

been selected in cultivation from standing variation in wild populations (Civáň and Brown 

2017) and the phenotypic effect might be caused by an interaction with other mutation(s). 

Recently, a deletion in the region called SEMI-PROSTRATE GROWTH 1 (SPROG1), linked 

to PROG1 was also shown to be important for erect growth and higher yield in cultivars (Wu 

et al. 2018). These genes indicate that early selection under cultivation favoured erect plants 

that could be grown together more compactly, which parallels selection for apical dominance 

in other cereals (Fuller 2007; Fuller et al. 2010). 

 

Panicle shape differs between wild and cultivated rice; wild rice has open panicles, whereas 



cultivated rice, O. sativa, has closed panicles (Fig. 1c, d). A closed panicle has the advantage 

of promoting self-fertilisation and for humans gathering wild rice, the closed panicle helps to 

retain the spikelets longer on the panicle, increasing harvest returns (Ishii et al. 2013). 

Experimental data indicates that harvesting of closed panicle rice, with otherwise wild features, 

could increase harvested yields by ~ 50% (Ishii et al. 2013). QTL analysis identified a single 

locus on chromosome 4 with 80.1% phenotypic variance (Ishii et al. 2013). The position was 

similar to the previously identified locus called SPR3 detected by genetic analysis of panicle 

shape between Asian cultivated rice, O sativa and African cultivated rice, O. glaberrima (Luo 

et al. 2008). Molecular genetic analyses showed that the 9.3-kb region is responsible for panicle 

shape, but no annotated genes were located in the region. A transformation study introducing a 

wild chromosomal segment into cultivated rice showed that the region together with a 

downstream gene, OsLG1, was sufficient to change panicle shape (Table 1; Ishii et al. 2013). 

Therefore, the region may act as a transcriptional regulator of OsLG1. Another study using the 

sequences from wild rice accessions showed that the one causal single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) at the SPR3 region was associated with panicle shape (Zhu et al. 2013), 

although the causal mutation at SPR3 still remains to be elucidated. 

 

Comparison of archaeological time series of grain size increase (mean grain width and standard 

deviation, plotted against estimated median age), from a northern India and b eastern China 

(Lower Yangtze) (data from Fuller et al. 2010, 2014). In India, some sites are plotted as median 

and range and when only the maximum and minimum metrics were available in the primary 

sources. Eastern Harappan sites in the upper Indus valley tributaries are indicated as a potential 

distinct group 

 

Loss of seed shattering 



The loss of seed shattering is the most striking example of a trait that contributes to easy 

harvesting with guaranteed yield, and its widely seen as the key trait that separated 

domesticated cereals from wild cereals (e.g. Harlan 1975; Fuller 2007). In wild rice, an 

abscission layer formed in the basal part of the grain contributes to seed shattering (Fig. 1e, f). 

Variations in the degree of seed shattering are observed in cultivated rice (Konishi et al. 2006), 

indicating that several genes or genetic changes are involved. 

 

Two loci involved in the loss of seed shattering were previously identified by quantitative trait 

loci (QTL) analyses (Table 1). Li et al. (2006a) reported sh4 as a major locus explaining the 

difference in the degree of seed shattering between indica cultivated rice and annual wild rice, 

O. nivara (the annual form of O. rufipogon sensu lato). Molecular genetic analyses showed that 

the causal mutation was found to be a SNP in a gene encoding a Myb transcription factor (Li 

et al. 2006b; Lin et al. 2007). Experiments growing domesticated rice with two variants of the 

sh4 gene indicated that seed-shattering behaviour was restored in the wild allele at sh4 as 

opposed to the cultivated allele. This confirms that the wild sh4 allele had a role in promoting 

seed shattering. The original inference is that the mutation confers a non-shattering effect (Li 

et al. 2006b; Sang and Ge 2007b). 

 

Another locus controlling the degree of seed shattering is qSH1, which was identified as 

controlling the degree of seed shattering between two rice cultivars, ‘Kasalath’ (representing 

subsp. indica) and ‘Nipponbare’ (representing subsp. japonica) (Konishi et al. 2006). This QTL 

explained approximately 70% of the phenotypic variance. A causal mutation was found to be a 

SNP at the promoter region of the gene encoding a homologue of Arabidopsis REPLUMLESS 

(RPL). The mutation at qSH1 resulted in a complete loss of shattering by eliminating abscission 

layer formation. Since mutation at qSH1 is only observed in ‘temperate japonica’ cultivars 



(Konishi et al. 2006; Onishi et al. 2007b; Zhang et al. 2009), it is proposed that selection of the 

loss of the functional allele at qSH1 occurred after the sh4 mutation was fixed, at a later stage 

of diversification of breeding in domesticated rice. Because sh4 and qSH1 were identified in 

QTL analyses as having large effects on seed shattering, they were believed to be the genes 

explaining the loss of seed shattering during rice domestication. However, recent research 

through longer term experiments using plant materials with wild rice introgression lines have 

proved this view to be over-simplified (Ishii and Ishikawa 2018; see discussion below). 

 

Loss of awn formation 

In wild rice, a long, hair-like structure forms on the top of the seed, while it is mostly absent in 

cultivated rice (Fig. 1h). This tissue is called an awn, and it plays important roles in the 

propagation of wild relatives of cereal crops. This appendage allows the dehisced spikelet to 

travel some distances in water. Awns also act as a propelling mechanism to embed the spikelet 

in the soil. This has been demonstrated in other cereals, such as wild wheat, in which awns 

bend by means of cellulose fibrils fuelled by the daily humidity cycles (Elbaum et al. 2007). 

Therefore, awns evolved as an essential tissue for seed propagation in wild plants. The loss of 

awn formation was an important change affecting the efficiency of harvesting. In addition, 

human harvesting and sowing would have removed natural selection in favour of well-

developed awns, and it has been observed that many domesticated rices have fewer and shorter 

awns (Tang et al. 1996; Fuller and Allaby 2009), although some japonica cultivars have awns 

which help deter seed predation by animals (Hua et al. 2015). 

 

Three genes involved in the loss of awn formation have been reported in Asian cultivated rice 

(Table 1). An-1, encoding a basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) protein controlling cell division, 

was found on chromosome 4 (Luo et al. 2013). Molecular analyses showed that the O. 



rufipogon allele at An-1 was expressed at the distal end of the lemma while the O. sativa allele 

was found to be down-regulated. Long And Barbed Awn 1 (LABA1)/An-2, a gene encoding a 

cytokinin-activating enzyme, was identified on chromosome 4 from the segregating population 

between O. sativa subsp. indica and O. rufipogon (Hua et al. 2015; Gu et al. 2015). Causal 

mutation was shown to be a 1-bp deletion at the gene. Genome analyses showed that the 

mutation at LABA1/An-2 originated in some japonica rices and moved into the indica gene 

pool via introgression (Hua et al. 2015). However, further studies are still required to 

understand the origin of the mutation and directionality of introgression, because the mutation 

is frequently observed in wild rice (Civáň and Brown 2017) and the possibility of introgression 

of cultivated alleles into wild-rice populations needs to be explored. 

 

Recently, a QTL controlling awn development on chromosome 8, Regulator of Awn Elongation 

2 (RAE2), was found to encode a gene of Epidermal Patterning Factor-Like (EPFL) family 

member (Bessho-Uehara et al. 2016). A 2-bp insertion in the second exon of the gene was found 

to give rise to a truncated protein due to a frameshift mutation. Another research group also 

identified the same gene named Grain number, grain length and Awn Development 1 (GAD1), 

shared between wild rice O. rufipogon and an indica rice cultivar (Jin et al. 2016). More 

recently, natural alleles at RAE2/GAD1 were reported as they have a distinct role on gene 

expression and protein function (Zhang et al. 2019). 

 

Interestingly, the loss of awn formation is also observed in African cultivated rice, O. 

glaberrima. A recent comparative analysis of the loss of awn formation between O. sativa and 

O. glaberrima reported that O. sativa lost its awn through mutations at two loci, RAE1, which 

is identical to An-1 on chromosome 4, and RAE2 on chromosome 8, while O. glaberrima lost 

it through mutation at RAE3 on chromosome 6. These results likely indicate that selection for 



awn loss in the two cultivated rice species is mediated by different loci (Furuta et al. 2015). 

The selection for the same trait at different loci is an example of convergent evolution, an 

important feature of domestication (Fuller et al. 2014). 

 

The three genes involved in the awnless phenotypes in Asian cultivated rice, O. sativa, are not 

enough to fully explain the complete loss of awn formation when these alleles are evaluated in 

the genetic background of wild rice, O. rufipogon, indicating that some additional mutation(s) 

may still be involved in the selection of shorter awn length during rice domestication and 

diversification (Ikemoto et al. 2017; Amarasinghe et al. 2020). 

 

Seed and hull colour 

Colours of seeds and hulls were also selected for in rice domestication. Wild rice has red-

pigmented pericarps, while cultivated rice has predominantly white pericarps (Fig. 1h). 

However, these mutations are what are known as post-domestication genes since they are not 

necessarily essential in improving harvests. They are related more to cultural histories (Fuller 

and Castillo 2016). Many red pericarp rices are cultivated and possess other domestication 

traits. While white rice is predominant in Asia, there are also dark purple or ‘black’ pericarp 

rices, which represent an alternative pathway of cultural selection (Oikawa et al. 2015). 

 

In classical genetic studies, pericarp colour was known to be regulated by two loci, Rc (brown 

pericarp and seed coat) and Rd (red pericarp and seed coat), and the functional alleles at the 

two loci produce a red pigmented pericarp (Table 1; Sweeney et al. 2006; Furukawa et al. 

2006). Genetic analysis identified that Rc encoded a bHLH protein. A 14-bp deletion within 

exon 6 that knocked out the bHLH domain of the protein was observed in most cultivated rice. 

Some cultivars were found to encode loss of the functional allele at Rc caused by a SNP, which 



was detected in some aus and aromatic rice, implying an independent origin of the selection at 

the Rc locus (Sweeney et al. 2006). A recent analysis by Civáň and Brown (2017) showed that 

some wild rice accessions were found to carry a cultivated-type allele (a 14-bp deletion) for Rc 

gene, although it is not known whether they express the white phenotype. It is also unclear 

whether this could indicate some standing variation in wild rice or whether the presence of the 

allele in wild rice might be caused by gene flow from cultivated rice. The other locus, Rd, was 

found to encode dihydroflavonol-4-reductase (DFR) involved in proanthocyanidin synthesis, 

and two types of truncated DFR protein were caused by independent premature stop codons in 

the first and second exons of the gene encoding DFR (Furukawa et al. 2006). 

 

Changes in hull colour also took place with crop domestication, although these would have 

occurred as post-domestication events (Purugganan and Fuller 2009). Black seed hulls in wild 

rice and straw-white seed hulls in cultivated rice are commonly observed (Fig. 1h). Genetic 

analysis of the causal gene for hull colour identified the Bh4 gene, encoding an amino acid 

transporter (Table 1). Two origins of the mutations causing truncation of the BH4 protein were 

identified; one was a 22-bp deletion within exon 3 of the Bh4 gene and the other was a SNP 

causing a premature stop codon in the third exon (Zhu et al. 2011). A survey of Bh4 genotypes 

using a large panel of rice landraces showed that most of them had the 22-bp deletion, while a 

few had the SNP. Interestingly, a few landraces tested showed the same allele as wild rice at 

Bh4, even with a straw-white seed hull, suggesting that other genetic change(s) might have 

been involved in the change in hull colour. These findings suggest that several independent 

selections occurred for changes in seed hull colour. 

 

Seed dormancy 

When seeds are sown, some germinate well, while others do not. This character of dormancy 



is adaptive in many wild plants but is disadvantageous in plants that rely on human harvesting 

and sowing (Harlan 1975; Fuller and Allaby 2009). Seed dormancy is an evolutionary strategy 

that prevents early germination before the next season (Shu et al. 2015). Furthermore, 

extending the germination period contributes to a decrease in competition between individuals 

of the same species, which acts to increase chances of favourable conditions for some of the 

progeny (Finkelstein et al. 2008). In contrast, plants carrying a mutation to germinate soon after 

harvest should have an advantage in early farming, as they will get harvested and re-sown in 

larger numbers. 

 

Wild rice has strong seed dormancy, while cultivated rice easily germinates (Fig. 1i). Several 

loci involved in differences in seed dormancy have been identified in rice (Table 1). Sdr4 was 

found as a QTL that contributed to the difference in seed dormancy between Nipponbare 

(subsp. japonica) and Kasalath (subsp. indica) cultivars (Sugimoto et al. 2010). Recently, OsG, 

an orthologue of classical stay-green G gene from soybean, was shown to be involved in the 

control of seed dormancy in rice. A genome-wide selection screening study using wild and 

cultivated rice reported that OsG is located in a selective sweep region and possibly selected in 

the early stages of rice domestication (Wang et al. 2018). 

 

Seed dormancy and red pericarp colour have been found to be associated, and the responsible 

locus was detected in the same position in chromosome 7 in weedy red rice (Gu et al. 2005). 

Genetic analysis identified Rc, a gene encoding grain pericarp colour (as discussed above, 

Sweeney et al. 2006), and association between seed dormancy and pericarp colour is explained 

by a pleiotropic gene regulating abscissic acid and flavonoid levels (Gu et al. 2011). A recent 

genetic study in sorghum identified a homologue of the Rc gene that is involved in grain tannin 

content (Wu et al. 2019). Since condensed tannins inhibit alpha-amylase which is necessary for 



germination, the selection of the mutations at the gene in both rice and sorghum is an example 

of ‘domestication convergence’ (Civáň 2019). 

 

Grain size 

An increase in the edible portion is commonly observed during both animal and plant 

domestication (Wright 2015; Denham et al. 2020). In rice, grain size increased from wild to 

cultivated rice, especially grain breadth and thickness. Trends for increasing grain size have 

been identified in time series of archaeological rice grain measurements in both China and 

India (Fuller et al. 2010, 2014), e.g. Fig. 2. 

 

Loci possibly involved in an increase in grain size during rice domestication are listed in Table 

1. GS3 was identified through a QTL analysis between two cultivated rice species with small 

and large grains, and was found to encode a putative transmembrane protein (Fan et al. 2006). 

GS5 was shown to encode a putative serine carboxypeptidase. A higher expression level of the 

GS5 gene was found to be associated with increased grain size (Li et al. 2011). A loss of a 

functional allele at GW2 encoding a previously unknown RING-type protein with E3 ubiquitin 

ligase activity was found to enhance grain width and weight via an increase in cell numbers in 

the spikelet hull (Song et al. 2007). When qSW5 was cloned through a QTL analysis of grain 

size between indica and japonica cultivated rice, 38.5% of the variation was explained in the 

F2 population. A deletion at qSW5 was found to be a causal mutation leading to an increase in 

seed size, although the molecular function of the encoded protein is still unknown (Shomura et 

al. 2008). Genome-wide analyses of the four genes involved in the regulation of grain size 

suggested that qSW5 and GS3 had strong effects on grain size, while GW2 and GS5 had weaker 

effects (Lu et al. 2013). Since the increase in grain size occurred gradually, several genetic 

changes might have been involved. Therefore, the control of seed size seems to be more 



complicated than the control of the other domestication-related traits. 

 

Selective sweep: a signature of domestication 

Population genetic studies have been conducted using a large number of cultivated and wild 

rice species to evaluate the nature of selection for domestication-related genes. The evidence 

showing that a locus was selected during domestication, known as a selective sweep, is 

supported by the loss of nucleotide diversity around the chromosomal region carrying a 

domestication-related gene in cultivated rice. The selective sweeps were detected in most of 

the genes mentioned above (see references for the genes). In addition, whole genome sequence 

analysis identified unknown hot spots with a selective sweep in rice (Xu et al. 2012; Huang et 

al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2018), suggesting that some other unidentified genes were involved in rice 

domestication. 

 

An archaeological view of rice domestication 

Domestication of rice studied through the archaeobotanical lens focuses on a few traits which 

are visible, such as loss of seed shattering, increase in grain size (Fig. 2) and to a lesser extent 

loss of awns. Many of the domestication traits mentioned in the preceding section are not 

visible archaeologically because of preservation issues. The parts of the rice plant that preserve 

best in archaeological sites are the grain and spikelet base, which shows the abscission scar. 

Hull colour and plant architecture do not preserve as the archaeobotanical material is normally 

charred although theoretically, if one encountered waterlogged material, one would be able to 

evaluate these traits as well. However, neither trait has been documented so far. 

 

Spikelets or grains can be measured even when charred, although a shrinkage factor needs to 

be taken into account in order to compare with modern examples. The difference in grain size 



is evaluated using a dataset that has a temporal scale, and such data indicate a gradual increase 

in the mean seed breadth and maximum seed breadth over thousands of years (Fig. 2; Fuller et 

al. 2010, 2014). This is also true for examining the loss of seed shattering. Spikelet bases are 

identified as domesticated type, wild type and immature type and compared across assemblages 

over time (Fig. 3). In the archaeological study by Fuller et al. (2009), spikelet bases of non-

shattering rice were recovered in the Lower Yangtze region of Zhejiang, China, showing 

archaeobotanical evidence of rice domestication over a period of time (for additional data, see 

Fuller et al. 2014, 2016; Deng et al. 2015; cf. Zheng et al. 2016). Such data can be plotted as 

time series providing various estimates of the extent of domestication over time, based on 

whether or not ‘immature’ are classed with wild types or used to estimate uncertainty over the 

non-shattering proportion (Fig. 4). Lastly, lemma apices that preserve are examined for awns. 

The combination of mainly wild-type spikelet bases and lemma apices with awns would be 

highly suggestive that the rice being used in a particular site was still wild. 

 

What traits were targeted for selection in early rice domestication? 

The definition of domestication is focused on genetic changes affecting adaptations to 

cultivation that differ from the adaptations of wild rice. The genetic changes that benefited 

human needs were selected, albeit unconsciously, through morphological manifestations 

(Zohary 2004). These traits that made rice more productive, easier to harvest and plant under 

cultivation, increased not only the reproductive success of cultivated rice but also the 

interdependence of rice cultivators and rice plants (Fuller et al. 2010). A question is which traits 

were targeted in the initial domestication of rice, and in which order are traits likely to have 

been selected as a result of the changing human practices of early cultivation. 

 

It is probable that one of the traits selected for in the very early part of crop domestication was 



the loss of seed shattering, which would have enabled greater returns of grain from harvesting 

(Harlan 1975; Fuller 2007). In modern cultivated rice, mature seeds remain in the panicle due 

to the inhibition of the abscission layer formation. Plants with inhibited abscission layer 

formation could have been present in wild rice populations, in very low numbers, and may have 

been unintentionally gathered by hunter-gatherers. The loss of seed shattering was also a key 

domestication trait in other crop species such as barley (Pourkheirandish et al. 2015) and 

sorghum (Lin et al. 2012). The increasing proportions of this trait in early cultivated population 

has also been documented through time series of archaeobotanical data, including in barley and 

wheat (Fuller et al. 2014; Allaby et al. 2017) and sorghum (Winchell et al. 2018). 

 

In the initial stages of rice domestication, wild rice populations would have contained some 

stands with reduced proportions of seed shattering. Therefore, it would be more accurate to 

evaluate domestication-related mutated alleles in the wild rice genetic background. Therefore, 

research carried out at Kobe University has focused on maintaining a wild population of rice 

(the annual form of O. rufipogon sensu lato) and introgressing alleles from domesticated lines 

into this population to assess the impact of hypothesised domestication alleles on rice 

characters and through hand-harvesting experiments (Ishii and Ishikawa 2018). This is the 

opposite of most functional genetics which introgresses targeted wild rice alleles into plants of 

domesticated rice background, which means that interactions with other genes selected in 

domesticated populations can go undetected. 

 

Interestingly, generation of wild introgression lines by recurrent backcrossing showed that the 

plants carrying domesticated alleles at either of the two seed-shattering loci, qSH1 or sh4, 

displayed complete wild-type shattering (Ishikawa et al. 2010). Moreover, histological analysis 

showed complete abscission layer formation in both the introgression lines (Htun et al. 2014). 



These findings strongly indicated that a single mutation at either qSH1 or sh4 was not sufficient 

to confer a loss of seed shattering under natural conditions. Therefore, some other mutation(s) 

must have been required for an initial loss of seed shattering. The seed-shattering locus is qSH3, 

which will be described in the next section, encodes a likely candidate gene (Htun et al. 2014; 

Ishikawa et al. 2017). However, the accumulation and fixation of such mutations took a long 

time. The complicated process on initial loss of seed shattering raises the simple question 

whether this trait can be considered a crucial step towards rice domestication (Ray and 

Chakraborty 2017). Considering these results, there may have been other trait(s) that promoted 

rice domestication prior to the selection of a loss of seed shattering. 

 

One candidate trait that may have been the target of selection before the selection of loss of 

seed shattering is panicle shape. To understand the role of panicle shape in rice domestication, 

a near isogenic line (NIL) having a chromosomal segment from O. sativa Nipponbare covering 

the SPR3 region in the O. rufipogon acc. W630 genetic background was produced by 

backcrossing. Since wild rice spikelets have long awns on the lemma tips, a closed panicle was 

found to increase seed retention, since the lower awns supported the upper seeds to stay longer 

in the panicle (Ishii et al. 2013). To confirm the effect of seed retention by closed panicle on 

harvesting efficiency, two field experiments were conducted. The time required for seed 

shattering was evaluated, and closed panicles were found to retain seeds for approximately a 

day longer than open panicles. This could have visibly aided seed collection in prehistory. A 

yield test by gathering seeds was also performed in the experimental paddy field. The gathering 

rates of wild rice and three NILs (SPR3, qSH1 and sh4) were calculated. Results indicated that 

NIL(SPR3) with a closed panicle had a higher yield than W630 and the other NILs with an 

open panicle, confirming the advantage of closed panicles on yield, increasing gathered grain 

yields by around 50%. These field results suggest that panicle shape could have been selected 



for at a relatively early stage of rice domestication (Ishii et al. 2013), even before non-shattering 

spikelet bases. In addition to the yield, the closed panicle provided an important advantage for 

rice as a ‘crop’. During flowering, long awns from the lower flowers blocked the free exposure 

of the anther when a panicle was closed. This increased the self-pollination rate, which is an 

important change since recessive mutations are more easily fixed through self-pollination. Self-

pollination has often been hypothesised to be a trait that could have aided the domestication 

process in many cereals (Harlan 1975; Allard 1988; Zohary 1969, 2004). The change in panicle 

structure from open to closed may have had enormous effects on the selection of other 

domestication-related traits. High self-pollination behaviour would increase the appearance of 

valuable traits caused by recessive mutations in the segregating F2 generation. Once people 

started to cultivate what they harvested, these plants entered a cycle of cultivation. Therefore, 

seed-shattering and pollinating behaviours were greatly influenced by a simple morphological 

change that may have emerged at the very beginning of cultivation or even intensive harvesting 

from the wild (Ishii et al. 2013). Closed panicles would increase return rates with typical 

hunter-gatherer harvesting methods such as hand stripping or basket swinging. 

 

The processes of loss of seed shattering is more complicated than expected 

Loss of seed shattering occurs when the abscission layer, which is developmentally 

programmed in the basal part of the spikelet, is disrupted. In wild rice, after successful 

fertilisation, the abscission layer begins to degrade as the seeds mature. They easily dehisce, 

resulting in successful propagation. As mentioned in the previous section, neither a single 

mutation at sh4 nor qSH1 was sufficient to confer a loss of seed shattering in the wild rice 

genetic background (Ishikawa et al. 2010; Ishii et al. 2013). Therefore, other mutation(s) 

together with sh4 must have been required for the loss of seed shattering in the initial stage of 

rice domestication. To search for gene(s) involved in the loss of shattering, wild rice lines with 



chromosomal segments of cultivated rice at sh4 and qSH1 that still showed a weak seed-

shattering phenotype were further crossed with Nipponbare. In the resulting F2 population, the 

two loci were fixed and were not responsible for the variation in the degree of seed shattering. 

QTL analysis identified a locus on chromosome 3, and the wild allele had a role in enhancing 

seed shattering (Htun et al. 2014). This locus was named qSH3 (Table 1), as it was also detected 

in a previous study (Onishi et al. 2007a); however, the effects of qSH3 on seed shattering were 

relatively lower than those of the two loci in the genetic background of cultivated rice. The 

difference in the effect of qSH3 suggested that a genetic interaction among seed-shattering loci 

could have been important in the loss of seed shattering. 

 

Since the candidate region at qSH3 showed the signature of a selective sweep in both indica 

and japonica cultivated rices (Xu et al. 2012), the mutation at qSH3 may have been selected 

for during rice domestication. Although the sh4 domesticated allele is commonly observed in 

all of the cultivated rice tested (Lin et al. 2007), it is not sufficient on its own to confer a loss 

of seed shattering in wild rice background (Ishikawa et al. 2010; Ishii et al. 2013). This 

contradiction was also observed in some weedy rice that had a non-functional allele at sh4 but 

had seed-shattering behaviour (Thurber et al. 2010; Zhu et al. 2012). Therefore, a combination 

of mutations at seed-shattering loci, like sh4 and qSH3, may have played an important role in 

the initial loss of seed shattering. To test this idea, introgression lines having a chromosomal 

segments of Nipponbare at sh4 and qSH3 were produced in a wild rice genetic background. 

The introgression line showed partial disruption of the abscission layer around the vascular 

bundle (Inoue et al. 2015). Slight inhibition of abscission layer formation may have had an 

advantage in that seeds could stay longer in the panicle but could also be easily harvested 

without tools, i.e. by ‘forager’ methods such as basket swinging, hand paddling or hand 

stripping. It would be of interest to understand the molecular nature that caused the partial 



disruption of abscission layer formation. 

 

Further research then explored how many genes or mutations were involved in the complete 

loss of seed shattering in japonica rice. The degree of seed shattering of an introgression line 

of wild rice having the domesticated alleles at the three loci was compared with that of 

Nipponbare. The breaking tensile strength (BTS) value of the introgression line was 

significantly lower than that of Nipponbare (Htun et al. 2014), suggesting that some other loci 

may still be involved in the loss of seed shattering in japonica rice. To identify the rest of the 

gene(s), an approach that involves fixing the known QTL(s) in the segregating population 

would be effective for exploring and uncovering the novel QTL(s). Based on this approach, we 

recently detected QTL for the Control of Seed Shattering in rice on chromosome 3 (qCSS3), a 

novel locus involved in a loss of seed shattering in japonica rice cultivar O. sativa Nipponbare 

(Tsujimura et al. 2019). Once all the mutations related to a loss of seed shattering are clarified, 

information on the causal mutations would be very useful to understand the change in the 

degree of seed shattering conferred by each locus and their additive effects in combination. 

This will help to clarify how the mutation took place and the process of rice domestication. 

 

It is important to understand how the various mutations in the seed-shattering loci were 

accumulated and fixed. The domesticated alleles at the three seed-shattering loci all act 

recessively (Li et al. 2006a; Konishi et al. 2006; Htun et al. 2014), and other domestication-

related mutations are often recessive. Therefore, to exhibit a reduction in seed shattering, these 

recessive alleles must have been fixed through self-pollination. As wild rice has a partial out-

crossing behaviour (Phan et al. 2012), the selection of the closed panicle trait might have been 

an important step allowing mutations to be more easily fixed (Ishii et al. 2013). Therefore, 

closed panicles may have contributed to the accumulation of these recessive alleles causing 



loss of seed shattering. Although the order of the selections is unknown, it would be of great 

interest to test this idea in the future. Present accumulated data suggest that the process of a 

loss of seed shattering may have been more complicated than expected. 

 

Future aspects of the study of rice domestication: power of ancient DNA 

The origin of rice domestication has been discussed using data obtained from population 

genetic analyses (Londo et al. 2006; Molina et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2012; He et al. 2014; 

Civáň et al. 2015). These data are based on phylogenetic analyses that compare DNA sequences 

from modern wild rice accessions and cultivars. When the DNA of modern accessions is 

studied, their domestication-related phenotypes may derive from underlying genetic 

redundancies, additive loci or alternative loci. Since wild and cultivated rice have few 

reproductive barriers, gene flow between them is sometimes observed in their natural habitat, 

where wild rice are grown near cultivated rice, which is often the case through much of South 

and Southeast Asia, and therefore genes selected under domestication may have been 

introduced into wild rice populations. Weedy rice is an example of introgression (He et al. 

2014; Thurber et al. 2014). For instance, in the case of wild rice outcrossed with cultivated rice, 

some chromosomal fragments are maintained, although most parts of the chromosome will be 

replaced in the wild genome by backcrossing. These plants show cultivar-like phenotypes. 

Thus, we need to pay more attention to these cultivar-like wild rice species recorded as ‘wild 

rice’ in gene banks. Moreover, most present genetic studies have evaluated the function of the 

genes responsible for domestication-related traits in the genetic background of cultivated rice. 

Since cultivated rice may still harbour unidentified mutation(s) involved in the traits, inferences 

on the domestication-related phenotypes is misleading. The use of wild rice as the genetic 

background has been shown to provide more accurate information on rice domestication. 

 



Despite the identification of a number of genes involved in rice domestication, the limitation 

of the present genetic studies is the lack of information about when and where the 

domestication-related mutations were selected. Ancient DNA (aDNA) would help in 

determining the chronology of rice domestication. Analyses using fragments of preserved DNA 

would provide more information relative antiquity than those using DNA from modern rice. In 

barley, ancient DNA extraction from the entire range of occupancy of the site at Qasr Ibrim 

was performed, and the Vrs1 locus responsible for row number in barley was studied. The 

results showed that reassertion of the two-row condition was selected from six-row ancestry 

for the Qasr Ibrim barley (Palmer et al. 2009). There have been very few aDNA studies 

conducted on rice (Castillo et al. 2016; Tanaka et al. 2015), and these have used PCR instead 

of NGS, with limited potential to recover nuclear DNA which provides details on 

domestication-related genes. 

 

One of the limitations of aDNA studies is the state of preservation, which directly complicates 

DNA recovery. However, the technology for analysing aDNA has improved; therefore, more 

information could be obtained once the aDNA analysis of rice becomes successful. Therefore, 

information should be obtained from aDNA or even from some modifications of DNA such as 

DNA methylation, an important modification for the regulation of gene expression (Smith et 

al. 2014). A genotyping survey of the domesticated alleles at a certain age and place will 

provide evidence of selections and the process of domestication. In addition to aDNA analysis, 

the use of population genetic approaches such as McSwan, a method to detect and date past 

and recent natural selection events, will be a great help in understanding of the timeframe of 

selection of various loci (Tournebize et al. 2019). These multidimensional perspectives will 

contribute to fully understanding the process and chronology of rice domestication. 

 



Sang and Ge (2007b) provided two models for rice domestication: snow-balling and 

combination. In the snow-balling model, a single initial selection triggered rice domestication, 

and then introgressions from wild rice were repeated in various areas, creating subspecies such 

as indica and japonica. This model was essentially the same as that posited by Huang et al. 

(2012). In the combination model, independent selection of useful traits occurred in different 

locations, and these partially domesticated plants were followed by subsequent combination of 

the most useful variants. Subsequently, coalescence-based modelling of demographic 

parameters on modern genomes of seven rices (two wild and five cultivated rice) confirmed an 

important level of gene flow from ancestral domesticated japonica rice into indica and aus rice 

(Choi et al. 2017). These data are consistent with a form of the combination model, referred to 

as the ‘Proto-indica hypothesis’, which infers that ancient cultivation of ancestral indica in 

South Asia that did not develop a population fixed in domestication features until after 

introgressions from domesticated japonica, thought to have taken place after 4000 years ago 

(Fuller and Qin 2009; Fuller 2011; Silva et al. 2015). Recently, Civáň and Brown (2018) argued 

against introgression from japonica into early indica, and argue instead for three distinct 

domestications of subsp. indica, subsp. japonica and the ‘aus’ group of rices with later post-

domestication introgression. The structure of genomic diversity in modern rice populations 

makes it clear that indica and japonica (and aus) rice had distinct histories of geographical 

dispersal (Gutaker et al. 2020), but a more detailed understanding in each domestication 

sequence from only modern genetics remains difficult; it also cannot account for any posited 

extinct or extirpated lineages (Fuller 2011). For testing these alternative hypotheses about 

domestication, aDNA could prove essential, providing direct integration of archaeobotanical 

and genomic approaches. 

 

Conclusions 



In prehistory, humans selected plants based on phenotypes and not on genomic information. 

The genetic changes were therefore unintended consequences. It is necessary to pay more 

attention to the evaluation of phenotypic changes when discussing early events in rice 

domestication. Recent research has demonstrated that key phenotypic changes were often 

affected by multiple alleles, and therefore the evaluation of additive effects and interactions of 

multiple alleles is important. Far from single recessive mutations being the sole cause of 

domestication morphotypes, as long assumed for non-shattering in cereals (Harlan 1975; 

Zohary 1969; Zohary 2004), multiple alleles may contribute to additive effects and interact 

with other phenotypic changes selected during early harvesting and cultivation, such as awns, 

closed versus open panicles, dormancy and other traits. Although the history of rice 

domestication is still a subject of debate, the accumulation of data related to phenotypic effects 

from multiple alleles is essential as is archaeological evidence for the appearance and spread 

of certain phenotypes. The promise of aDNA is that the occurrence of alleles can be directly 

placed in past time and past geography, and connected to visible morphological features of 

archaeological rice. We are therefore at the beginning of unravelling rice domestication 

processes and achieving a deeper understanding how this occurred. 
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Figures 



 

Fig. 1. Comparison of plant morphologies between wild rice, Oryza rufipogon acc. W630, and 



a japonica rice cultivar, O. sativa ‘Nipponbare’. Plant architecture (A and B), panicle shape (C 

and D), and abscission layer formation (E and F) of W630 (A, C, and E) and Nipponbare (B, 

D, and F). Seed dormancy (G), awn formation (H), seed colour (I) of W630 (left) and 

‘Nipponbare’ (right). Scale bars = 20 cm (A and B), 5 cm (C and D), 50 μm (E and F), and 5 

mm (G, H, and I). In the photo of seed dormancy (G), W630 and Nipponbare seeds were 

induced for germination by water soaking a month after harvest. In the photo of abscission 

layer formation (E and F), black arrowheads indicate the abscission layer. VB, vascular bundle 

   

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of archaeological time series of grain size increase (mean grain width and 

standard deviation, plotted against estimated median age), from (A) northern India and (B) 

eastern China (Lower Yangtze) (data from Fuller et al 2010; 2014). In India some sites are 

plots as range and when only the maximum and minimum metrics were available in the primary 



sources. Eastern Harappan sites in the upper Indus valley tributaries are indicated as a potential 

distinct group. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs of spikelet bases identified as wild-type from (A) Ban 

Non Wat (Thailand), (B) Tian Lou Shan (China); domesticated-type from (C) Wari Bateshwar 

(Bangladesh), (D) Tian Lou Shan (China); immature-type from (E) and (F) Tian Lou Shan 



(China). 

 

 

Fig. 4. Time series of archaeological spikelet base data from eastern China (Lower Yangtze), 

comparing different estimated of the domesticated proportion: a maximum estimate in which 

“immature” forms are counted as domesticated (after Zheng et al 2007; 2016), and minimum 

estimate which counted “immature” forms with wild types (as per Fuller et al 2009) and a mean 

domesticated fraction based on the ratio of domesticated and wild forms only for which 

“immature” types provide an estimate of error (standard deviation) (as per Fuller et al 2014). 

Archaeological site names for data points indicated. 



 

Table 1 Major traits and genes/loci involved in rice domestication 

Trait Gene/locus Mutation Molecular function References 

Plant 
architecture 

PROG1 SNP and 
other 

C2H2 zinc-finger transcriptional 
regulator 

Tan et al. (2008), Jin et al. 
(2008) 

SPROG1 Deletion C2H2 zinc-finger transcriptional 
regulator 

Wu et al. (2018) 

OsLG1 N.A. (SNP?) SQUAMOSA promoter-binding 
protein 

Ishii et al. (2013), Zhu et al. 
(2013) 

Seed shattering sh4 SNP Myb3 transcriptional regulator Li et al. (2006b) 

qSH1 SNP BEL1-type homeobox transcriptional 
regulator 

Konishi et al. (2006) 

qSH3 N.A. N.A. Htun et al. (2014) 

qCSS3 N.A. N.A. Tsujimura et al. (2019) 

Awn An-1 Deletion Basic helix-loop-helix transcriptional 
regulator 

Luo et al. (2013) 

LABA1 / An-2 Deletion Cytokinin-activating enzyme Hua et al. (2015), Gu et al. 
(2015) 

RAE2 / GAD1 Insertion Epidermal pattering factor-like Bessho-Uehara et al. (2016), 
Jin et al. (2016) 

qAWNL2 N.A. N.A. Amarasinghe et al. (2020) 

Seed and hull 
colour 

Bh4 Deletion Amino acid transporter Zhu et al. (2011) 

Rca Deletion Basic helix-loop-helix transcriptional 
regulator 

Sweeney et al. (2006) 

Rd SNP Dihydroflavonol-4-reductase Furukawa et al. (2006) 

Seed dormancy Sdr4 SNP Unknown Sugimoto et al. (2010) 

OsG SNP CAAX amino-terminal protease 
protein 

Wang et al. (2018) 

Grain size qSW5/GW5 Deletion Novel nuclear protein Shomura et al. (2008), Weng et 
al. (2008) 

GS3 SNP Putative transmembrane protein Fan et al. (2006) 

GS5 N.A. 
(promoter) 

Serine carboxypeptidase Li et al. (2011) 

GW2 Deletion RING-type E3 ubiquitin ligase Song et al. (2007) 

1. aRc might be involved in the control of seed dormancy (Gu et al. 2011) 

 

 


